Section 1. [171.09] REAL ID ACT; FEDERAL CONFORMITY.

BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF MINNESOTA:

Minnesota statutes, chapter 171: Repealing laws 2009, chapter 92, section 1.

Section 171.09, by adding a subdivision, providing conforming law, in accordance with the Federal REAL ID Act, including Minnesota Statutes 2014, relating to drivers' licenses and Minnesota identification cards: Government A bill for an act
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(2) meet the requirements under Code of Federal Regulations, title 6, section 37.1;

(1) be printed with “No log Federal Identification” on the face and

1, must:

Noncompliant license or identification card, as defined in section 171.09, subdivision

Section for noncompliant licenses or identification cards.

2. Repeal:

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 2014, section 171.07, is amended by adding a subdivision

Identification card and identification under subdivision 3.

Specifically provide otherwise, a Minnesota identification card includes both versions of

both versions of license identified under subdivision 3. For purposes of this chapter, unless

provided otherwise a driver's license, Minnesota driver's license, and

Subd. 6.监管onisation. For purposes of this chapter these specifically

that is seeking and applying additional to be expedited in the upcoming licensing process

and must include in each budget submission under section 146.11, local information on amounts expended under this subdivision in the subsequent budget submission under section 146.11.

(6) The commissioner shall include in each budget submission under section 146.11:

or Minnesota identification card

(h) in addition to costs otherwise specified under this chapter to obtain a license;

(h) incurred after December 31, 2015;

Information card:

(i) reasonably attributable to obtaining a REAL ID-compliant license or Minnesota

and demonstration costs that are:

(2) provide-receives from any natural individual who is a resident of Minnesota

(1) make grants to carry licenses for any costs of REAL ID ACT compliance and

(q) from funds appropriated under this paragraph, the commissioner shall:

the REAL ID Act, including as specified under paragraphs (p)

reasonably attributable to carrying information, and administration in conformance with

paragraphs (p) and (m)."

Appropriation: Expenditure. (a) An amount necessary is annually

Subd. 9. Appropriation: Expenditure. (a) An amount necessary is annually

(28) for the purposes of this paragraph, outside the scope of the Electronic Driver's License.

2. The Electronic Driver's License System accessible of maintaining outstate the state shall